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Bed bug detection dogs are highly trained
'sniffers'. But even once trained and fully
operational, refresher training is
essential at regular intervals, so a
supply of bed bugs is needed.
Using live bed bugs is the
preferred method, but on frequent
occasions this is not possible. Hotels,
for example, are understandably
reluctant for live bugs to be brought onto
their premises for fear of escape. ICR, an independent pesticide
efficacy testing laboratory based in Baltimore, USA has come up
with a novel solution – CimexScent.

“We have supplied live bed bugs to canine trainers for over three
years,” said Dr Reg Coler, business development & research director
for ICR, “but some people find them difficult to keep alive. Unless
fed on blood, a colony may only survive a matter of a few weeks.
We came up with the idea of CimexScent as a practical and easily
transportable alternative.”

The CimexScent product, a package of five 3x3 cm square filter
papers impregnated with real bed bug scent, is now being supplied
to canine handlers. The production of CimexScent involves
immersing bed bugs in a solvent which extracts their scent. This
extract is then spread onto the filter papers, allowed to dry, then
sealed in a zipped bag and placed in a freezer until required.
Once frozen, the scent remains active for at least six months. Once
opened and at room temperature, it will last about ten hours.

CimexScent is an extract, but is used in a fashion similar to the
pseudo-scents that are well known to most canine handlers.
ICR is working
alongside some third-
party US-based canine
certification groups to
collect more data on its
performance in the
field.

To date, one shipment
has found its way to
Europe, with more to
follow should the
demand be there.

Part of the formulation process for
CimexScent
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Mist cleared for foggers
In a paper recently published in the

, researchers from Ohio State University, USA
presented the first scientific data supporting the position that over
the counter total-release foggers should not be recommended for
the control of bed bugs.

The reasons given for this recommendation from study authors, Dr
Susan Jones and Joshua Bryant, were firstly because many field-
collected bed bugs are resistant to pyrethrins/pyrethroids and so
were not affected by brief exposure to low concentrations of these
insecticides dispersed by the foggers. Second, there is minimal, if
any, insecticide penetration into typical bed bug harbourage sites.
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Bedbug
Monitoring
 Easy to use

 Discreet and effective

 Traps bedbugs at all stages of development

 Sensitive to low levels of infestations

 Includes table for recording data

 Pesticide and insecticide free

 

Find out more at
www.suterra.com
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When Adam Juson from Merlin Environmental began using dogs to
detect bed bugs some three years ago, little could he have dreamt
where it was all going to lead. Based in Carshalton in Surrey, Adam
and his pair of labrador dogs – Charlie Brown and Basil Brush –
are familiar sights around the top hotels in London, but they have
now spread their wings (or is it paws?) to extend their detection
services to other top European locations.

In the UK Adam's work falls into two categories. He is either
working for a pest control company, as part of their team, servicing
their client's premises, or he is undertaking inspections for direct
clients, such as hotel chains, checking out their rooms to ensure they
are bug free. But as Adam explains, that’s a service which is in

demand in other countries too: “Much to our surprise, we
came way from PestEx 2011 with a clutch of contacts

from overseas pest controllers who wanted us to
check-out their client's properties. At the

time the veterinary requirements of the
Pet Travel Scheme (PETS) made this

impractical. But, in January this year,
the requirements were relaxed,

meaning we can take our dogs
abroad and then bring them

back again without, having to
quarantine them.”

The first trip with Basil and
Charlie, who now have their
own doggy passports, was
to a series of French hotels in
Paris. Since then inspections
have been completed in
Belgium, Spain, Sweden

and Malta. “We have also had requests to work in Australia and
the United Arab Emirates but have turned these down as the Pet
Travel Scheme, without quarantine, only extends to Europe. We did
get asked to go to America which I found quite amusing, as that is
where this technique originated and they have a far larger number
of canine bed bug detectors than we do,” said Adam.

Taking his dogs for a stroll along some palm-lined beach in
between inspection jobs might sound idyllic, but as Adam explains
working his dogs abroad is no stress-free holiday.

“Flying dogs on planes is not easy. When we went to Malta they
had to travel as cargo in a crate, which got left on the runway in the
intense heat, meaning the dogs got dangerously over-heated. Then,
having flown they didn't have their usual kennels and so had to
share my hotel room,” details Adam.

For the future, Adam has learnt that overseas using his own
customised van is by far the best solution. The world really has
become a smaller place.

trips

Have dogs
– will travel

It had to appear – and in the USA of course. An electronic canine
bed bug detector. On their website for these two products, the
manufacturer says: “The Electronic Dog Nose is the device which
replicates the way dogs pick-up scents, enabling it to sniff-out bed
bug pheromones. By detecting a unique concoction of methane,
CO and bed bug pheromones, The Electronic Dog Nose is able to

locate and pinpoint bed bugs even more accurately than a dog.”

No doubt this US company would accept orders from Europe but at
$199 (£130) for the smaller device and $499 (£320) for the turbo
model they may not get knocked-down in the rush.
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Far left, from the USA, the original
electronic dog nose and near left,
the new turbo version

Whatever next?
Bed bug dogs
go electronic!

Adam accompanied by
Basil, trying to cool-off on
a very hot day in Malta
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